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terrible (adjective); alarming (noun); frightening (verb); haunting (verb); other synonyms. Paraphrases for horrifying. Opposite
words for horrifying:.. horrifying definition: very shocking: . Learn more.. Find 1990 synonyms for horrifying and other similar
words that you can use instead based on 9 separate contexts from our thesaurus.. From Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
Englishhorrifyinghor‧ri‧fy‧ing /ˈhɒrəfaɪ-ɪŋ $ ˈhɔː-, ˈhɑː-/ adjective extremely bad, especially in a way that is .... Horrifying
definition: If you describe something as horrifying , you mean that it is shocking or disgusting . | Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and examples.. 'Shocking and horrifying'; 5 children shot, one dead, outside dance party in suburban Baltimore.
Police are working to identify several suspects .... Translations in context of "horrifying" in English-Russian from Reverso
Context: I can't decide if it's beautiful or horrifying.. 69.5k Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from 'horrifying' hashtag..
verb (used with object), hor·ri·fied, hor·ri·fy·ing. to cause to feel horror; strike with horror: The accident horrified us all. to
distress greatly; shock or dismay: She was horrified by the price of the house.. horrifying definition: Verb 1. Present participle
of horrify.Adjective (comparative more horrifying, superlative most horrifying) 2. Tending to inspire horror; that .... 55
synonyms of horrifying from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 101 related words, definitions, and antonyms. Find another
word for horrifying.. Horrifying things are scary and disturbing. A car crash, a violent scene in a movie, and an exposé on what's
really in your fast food hamburger can all be .... Her face was horrifying with its intensity of pathetic regret. For a moment we
stood aghast, and gazed at this horrifying sight. A horrifying incident had occurred .... Something horrifying is unimaginably
frightening and disturbing. It can vary from anything including an unpleasant car crash or seeing someone break down into ....
Define horrifying. horrifying synonyms, horrifying pronunciation, horrifying translation, English dictionary definition of
horrifying. tr.v. hor·ri·fied , hor·ri·fy·ing .... Define HORRIFYING (adjective) and get synonyms. What is HORRIFYING
(adjective)? HORRIFYING (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan .... Horrifying synonyms. Top
synonyms for horrifying (other words for horrifying) are scary, horrible and dreadful.. AdjectiveEdit. horrifying (comparative
more horrifying, superlative most horrifying). Tending to inspire horror; that horrifies; horrific. quotations ▽.. Definition of
horrifying adjective in Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar,
usage notes, .... Find all the synonyms and alternative words for horrifying at Synonyms.com, the largest free online thesaurus,
antonyms, definitions and translations resource on ... 4cb7db201b 
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